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Story Telling Activity

Stories always give wings to our imagination and take us to the places beyond
the boundaries of physical world.A storytelling activity was conducted for class
K.G on 9th December,21 to enhance their confidence, imagination,expressions
and speaking skills.The stories that they narrated were moral based and these
young story tellers used a variety of props to make their stories interesting and
expressive.It was a fun-filled competition.The oratory and presentation skills of
tiny tots were outstanding.



Geography is an interesting subject that covers
a lot of areas including world Atlas, Planet
Earth, the study of the lands, features,
inhabitants, nature, environment, climatology
& meteorology and a lot more.Geography
puzzles are a fantastic tool for getting
acquainted with this vast scientific field.
Class VII students solved geography puzzles
that covered  important areas like country
capitals, oceans, continents, cities etc. This
helped the students to have an idea about the
important geography areas and also enhanced
their knowledge base.

Geography puzzles



 To nurture the creativity of students and to help them
understand and create the importance of happiness in life, a
freehand drawing activity " Splish splash" was organised in
class III. This fun filled activity witnessed an enthusiastic
participation by all the students and gave them an opportunity
to uncover their skills and showcase their creativity in the field
of art.

Splish splash



Mind Benders

Kids love guessing games and a good riddle is a great opportunity to help
children in  developing critical thinking and problem-solving skills. For kids,
animals are the most exciting creatures that induce them to learn and get
engaged in study , so having this concept in mind  Animal Riddles " Who am I?"
Activity was done in class Nursery  in  an innovative way to keep little brains at
work for  finding that elusive answer.They enjoyed solving the riddles. Animal
quiz questions for kids helped them to learn about different animals, their nature
and new things which are worth having knowledge of.



Story Enactment Activity

Enacting stories has a positive influence in children. It
helps in mental development and is great for learning.
Keeping this in mind, a Story Enactment Activity was
done based on the story "RUMPLESTILTSKIN" . All
the children of Class IV  participated enthusiastically.
The activity inspired the children to think, speak and
enact creatively and promoted artistic excellence and
made the event most enjoyable for one and all.



CHASE ME

Understanding the  concept of Antonyms  helped students to 
 increase their vocabulary, understanding of word relationships
and the differences in word meanings. Class 5 students made
different antonym activity and elaborated the concept very well.



Verbs are very important for language development because they allow
children to start building early sentences. Every sentence needs a verb. Of
course, there are many approaches to teach grammar,  and with the help of
different games or activities the concept of action words was
demonstrated to Class V. All the students made different games and
explained very beautifull

Random Wheel



Shape Hunt

A fun filled and joyful activity ' Shape Hunt' was conducted
to provide our little ones of K.G class  a platform to
develop and showcase their latent . All the students
enjoyed and participated enthusiastically in creating
different scenes through shapes and patterns. The things
made by them like puppets, dolls, joker, houses, clocks,
snowman was indeed a feast to the eyes.



Digital Card Making Activity 

A Digital Card Making Activity was organized for class II under the
guidance of Ms. Shruti ( Computer Teacher). The topic for the same
was ‘ Christmas'. It was a wonderful sight to see the creations of
children who with their nimble fingers weave magic on their screen of
the computer.All the students were seen much enthusiastic.



Poetry and Rhymes enhance the phonemic awareness of a child. Poem
Recitation  Activity was conducted in Class Nursery to enhance their
speaking and vocabulary skills.Children were encouraged to select
poems according to their choice and the poems were elaborate and
made intelligible to the entire class.Children astonished everyone with
their voice modulation and amazing memorizing skills.

Poem Recitation  Activity



Mystery Chef 

A little activity mixed with innovative ideas gives  a great learning
environment.
 Mystery  Chef activity was conducted  for students of class IV under the
guidance of Ms. Sakshi. Students gain confidence by presenting and speaking
about their recipes to all. Kids  made  cuisines of different states and elaborated
the recipes  like bread rolls, shakes, dhokla, bhel puri, sweets and many more. It
was indeed a wonderful work and presented it beautifully.



An important part of having a good number sense foundation is
knowing that numbers can be represented in a variety of ways. As
students learn to see numbers in different scripts, it helps them to
expand their understanding of the number and what it means.
Keeping this in mind Class III wrote numerals in the script of Sikkim
in a beautiful calligraphic pattern under the guidance of Ms. Payal. All
the students showed their creativity.

Calligraphic pattern 



A memory book tells the story of moments spent
in whole year.  Start by making a list of
activities to include and gather up the memories
that capture your unique work. Students of
class 1 made their own memory book using
creative and innovative ideas. They all came up
with wonderful ideas.

Memory Book 



To mark the celebration of New Year for the
year 2021, a small party was organised for
Class Nursery . Students made different caps
and decorated well , recited poems and they
danced on different tracks. All the students
along with their teacher joined together  to
celebrate with joy, refreshment and
entertainment.

New Year Celebration
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